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FREDERIKSDAL 

CHERRY JUICE

THE TASTE OF GOOD HEALTH
Frederiksdal Organic Cherry Juice has the rich and intense flavour of cherries.

The Frederiksdal cherry is rich in acid, sugar and antioxidants, lending 
the juice a complex and concentrated flavour.

Our juice is produced from the juice of the unique 
Danish Stevns cherry, exclusively from our Estate’s 
own plantations. 

The cherry juice is coldpressed contains no added 
sugar, no preservative and isnt from concentrate.
We blend the cherries and 10% water to make a 
juice that is ready to enjoy – preferably cooled.  
The juice can be further diluted with water to taste.

Frederiksdal Organic Cherry Juice keeps for up to six 
weeks after opening, if kept refrigerated. 

VOLUME
1 1/2 L BiB

BOXES
3 x 1 1/2 L

PALLETS
1 1/2 L BiB 8 layers 

14 boxes each layer

112 boxes/336 BiB each pallet

VOLUME
3 L BiB

BOXES
4 x 3 L

PALLETS
3 L BiB 5 layers

10 boxes each layer

50 boxes/200 BiB each pallet

The cherry juice is available in 1 1/2 and 3 L. bag in box.



CHERISH THE CHERRY

frederiksdal.com

Frederiksdal cherry wine is world class Danish wine. The wine has received 
awards and excellent reviews way beyond those previously seen for a Danish 
wine made from unique Stevns cherry – the Nordic grape.

Frederiksdal cherry wine is produced entirely from cherries grown in 
Frederiksdal’s own orchards.

This Danish vineyard is the first in the world to produce quality wines from 
cherries based on the same wine-making principles as used over the centuries 
where wines are stored in oak barrels. The only difference is that the old 
traditions have been given a fresh interpretation and new life.

Frederiksdal cherry wine offers a wider horizon and real treats for the 
tastebuds. That’s what makes Frederiksdal cherry wine something very special!


